Scalable cyber threat protection for Grupo Corripio
Faced with increasingly sophisticated cyber threats, Grupo Corripio took the decision to remain at the top of its game, be proactive, and choose the best solutions in the market.

Grupo Corripio brings prestigious brands to over 96,000 customers across the Dominican Republic and the wider Caribbean region.

**Challenges**

Being at the forefront of technological advancement is key to Grupo Corripio’s enduring success. But in the face of rapid digital transformation, the company’s love of innovation, combined with its ever-increasing global reach, brought new and significant security threats.

New platforms, new ways of working, and a new wave of cyber criminals with a knack for staying ahead of the game had created a perfect storm and meant Grupo Corripio needed to act fast.

Grupo Corripio’s leadership saw companies across the industry suffer from interruptions to operational, commercial, and service activities as a result of cyber attacks and the significant reputational damage and loss of business that comes with it.

Facing increasingly sophisticated attacks, the group wanted to update its cyber security defenses so that they were strong and extensible to match the group’s size and future growth targets.

Grupo Corripio needed a robust, scalable solution to protect its network of over 2,000 endpoints and 300 servers, dispersed across numerous locations and two data centers in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Furthermore, the company wanted its in-house teams to be able to run all its security operations, as well as mitigate and respond to cyber attacks. It needed a strategic vendor with the ability to provide the required solution alongside the best support and expertise for the entire group.

**Choosing Kaspersky**

Prior to this project, a number of Grupo Corripio’s entities had already worked with Kaspersky – albeit on a smaller scale, but with fantastic results, so the two companies were already well acquainted.

As part of the process of finding suitable solutions to its cybersecurity challenges, Grupo Corripio conducted a series of comparative tests. Kaspersky’s solutions came out on top across every metric, particularly on detection rate which was a key requirement.

Kaspersky’s fully integrated enterprise solution is both scalable and up-to-date with all the latest developments in the cyber threats landscape, which was a key deciding factor for this project.

Grupo Corripio also took into consideration the centralized management and monitoring solutions offered by Kaspersky. It was the only solution under consideration that covered technology management and security in the same console, which was a key requirement for Grupo Corripio.

**The Kaspersky solution**

Kaspersky implemented a suite of integrated enterprise solutions covering endpoint protection, threat intelligence, incident detection and response, and technical support.
Kaspersky Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) Expert

**Kaspersky EDR Expert** provided Grupo Corripio advanced threat detection and rapid response capabilities to safeguard its 2,000+ endpoints, which include over 300 servers.

This protection extends to include anti-spam controls on mail gateways, as well as web and application filtering.

By combining real-time monitoring, behavioral analysis, and intelligent automation, Kaspersky EDR enhanced the group’s ability to identify and mitigate a wide range of cyber threats, including sophisticated attacks and zero-day exploits.

Kaspersky Total Security for Business

**Kaspersky Total Security for Business** further enhances the group’s endpoint protection capabilities with a broader set of controls. These include threat prevention, antivirus protection, firewall management, device control, and data encryption.

Kaspersky Anti Targeted Attack Platform

With **Kaspersky Anti Targeted Attack**, Grupo Corripio is able to bolster its defenses against advanced and targeted cyber attacks, even those that evade traditional security measures.

The platform offers full visibility into network activities, timely alerts, and in-depth insights. It also provides access to up-to-date threat intelligence, empowering security teams to detect, investigate, and respond quickly to any potential breaches.

Kaspersky Hybrid Cloud Security

Grupo Corripio needed to protect all its hybrid environments and infrastructures, leading them to take advantage of the **Kaspersky Hybrid Cloud Security** product, offering extended protection to physical, virtualized, and cloud-based environments.

This platform-agnostic solution with multi-layered threat protection proactively combats the broadest range of cyber attacks including malware, phishing, and more while machine learning algorithms empowered by human expertise deliver the highest detection levels with minimal false positives.
Kaspersky Cybersecurity Services

**Kaspersky Managed Detection and Response (MDR)** is the logical solution to the extent of support needed to manage cyber threats in an organization of Grupo Corripio’s size.

The group needed a cost-effective and flexible managed service, including both manual and automated security monitoring, threat hunting, detection, and response – all of which Kaspersky’s cyber security analysts and experts provide round the clock.

The group also now takes advantage of Kaspersky’s dedicated resident **Technical Account Manager (TAM)**, to help manage all Kaspersky product technical support.

To train Grupo Corripio’s internal security teams, **cyber security assessment tests, incident detection and response, and red team/blue team exercises** were all executed by Kaspersky.

Outcomes

Kaspersky provided a high-quality, scalable, competitively-priced solution that was so comprehensive that Grupo Corripio has been able to block thousands of endpoint-delivered threats, including phishing, ransomware, and trojans.

Armed with up-to-date threat intelligence and research, as well as a team of cybersecurity experts who are available 24/7, Grupo Corripio is now able to undertake regular, on-demand threat hunting, detection, and response, and is extremely proactive when dealing with cyber threats. Its centralized cybersecurity monitoring and management through intuitive, user-friendly interfaces, means Grupo Corripio knows it can count on Kaspersky whenever it needs support.